
The new generation of 3D printed 

cranial remolding orthosis. 

Gentle
Flat

Head
Treatment



Patent-pending technology.

Why Talee?
Unparalleled comfort 
Powered by patent-pending unique design.

Convenient process
Easy to adjust. No grinding or cutting needed!

Save time
The new process cuts appointment times in half. 

StStronger revenues
Gain a significant competitive advantage.

Makes your life easier
User-friendly clinical software and a perfect fit. 



Talee is thin, light, and breathable. While providing 
significantly improved comfort for the little patient, 
there are major benefits for both the provider too!

Talee requires less adjustments and saves you up to
50% of clinical time. With our unique software, you 
have full control over the trimline design before any 
pproduction even begins. Moreover, there is no grinding 
or cutting necessary during the treatment. 

We will provide you with the user-friendly treatment 
assessment tool that automatically generates reports
for parents. The mobile app is also in the works! 
Talee effortlessly pleases everyone: the patient, 
parents and providers. 

Like no other



Offer Talee

Get in touch

Talee is the dream come true. It improves patient 

comfort and satisfaction while effectively correcting

the head shape at a critical time. While offering your 

patients the most advanced cranial remolding 

orthosis, you can save yourself time and give your 

business a significant boost! Ask us about Talee 

availabilitavailability.

try@taleetop.com
267-368-8165    
www.taleetop.com

Talee is produced by Invent Medical, an innovative 

family-owned business with 8 years of experience 

in the successful flat head syndrome treatment of 

over 8,000 babies. Our goal is to become the leader over 8,000 babies. Our goal is to become the leader 

in modern gentle head shape deformity treatment. 

 

Invent Medical USA, LLC

1800 Mearns Road Suite Y

Warminster, PA 18974

For demonstration purposes only.

Talee is not an FDA cleared product.

Talee is available in the EU, however

it is currently not available in the USA.

Talee and Invent Medical are registered trademarks. All rights reserved.


